
 

 

  
Abstract— It is commonly assumed that neural networks 

have a built-in fault tolerance property mainly due to their 

parallel structure. The international community of neural 

networks discussed these properties until 1994 and afterwards 

the subject has been mostly ignored. Recently the subject was 

again brought to discussion due to the possibility of using 

neural networks in areas where fault tolerance and graceful 

degradation properties would be an added value, like medical 

applications of nano-electronics or space missions. 

Nevertheless the evaluation of fault tolerance and graceful 

degradation characteristics remained difficult because there 

were no systematic methods or tools that could be easily 

applied to a given Artificial Neural Networks application. The 

discussion of models is the first step for sorting ways of 

developing the fault tolerance capability and for building a 

tool that can evaluate and improve this characteristic. The 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fault tolerance (FT) is the capacity of a system to 
perform correctly under the presence of a fault. 
Graceful degradation (DG) refers to the 
performance of a system that does not exhibit 
complete failure in the presence of a fault. The 
performance might degrade due to that fault but in a 
graceful way. In a generic way GD is a particular 
kind of FT, since a GD system shows a type of fault 
tolerance. Because of this both terms are used in 
this paper. 

Fault tolerance in Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANNs) has been a topic almost forgotten in the last 
decade. Only a few papers concerning this topic 
have been published after 1994: [1], [3], [5], [7], 
[9], [10]. In spite of that, the intrinsic fault tolerance 
of neural networks is a very important 
characteristic. As stated by Tchernev and Phatak in 
[9]: “The characteristic of a graceful performance 
degradation without additional redundancy is 
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specially interesting for applications such as long-
term, unmanned space missions, where component 
failures have to be expected but no repair or 
maintenance can be provided”. Recently the utility 
of ANNs’ built-in fault tolerance was also pointed 
out within nano-electronic systems applications [5]. 
Several others applications where maintenance 
cannot be provided can be foreseen in recent areas 
of research. In medical applications, for instance, 
where devices act inside the human body or other 
kinds of applications where the devices are not 
easily accessible, it is desirable that in the presence 
of a fault the hardware still performs at least part of 
the intended functions instead of showing complete 
failure that would render them useless.  

To study FT and GD in a general way a global 
model for the faults is needed. Several authors have 
addressed this question and proposed solutions but, 
as will be shown here, the solutions proposed have 
all left uncovered some important situations. 

This paper proposes the fault model that the 
authors believe to be more accurate and general 
(regardless of the implementation type used in the 
hardware).  This model is the first step that led to a 
proposal of changes in the ANNs that can improve 
the built-in fault tolerance and to develop a tool that 
implements these changes. Both the model and the 
solutions proposed for improving fault tolerance are 
implemented in the Fault Tolerance Simulation and 
Evaluation Tool for Artificial Neural Networks 
(FTSET). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows: section II presents the global fault tolerance 
model, section III discusses solutions for improving 
fault tolerance, section IV introduces the FTSET 
tool, section V presents examples and results 
obtained with the tool and section VI presents the 
conclusions of the paper. 

 

II. A GLOBAL FAULT TOLERANCE MODEL FOR 

ANNS 

This work refers to feedforward ANNs. Figure 1 
presents an example of a feedforward network of 
the Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) type. 

 
 Fig. 1. Example of a simple feedforward ANN of MIMO type. 

 

Feedforward ANNs are layered structures formed 
by neurons. The structure of a neuron can be 
represented by the block diagram of figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Structure of a neuron. 

 

In this type of networks the signal flows in a 
single direction: from input to output. There are no 
lateral or feedback connections. The network of 
figure 1 is referred to as having an input layer, a 
hidden layer and an output layer. The intermediate 
layer is referred this way because its inputs and 
outputs are not directly accessible.  

A global model for the faults is needed to study 
FT and GD in a generic way. Several authors have 
addressed this question and proposed solutions but, 
as will be shown, all the solutions proposed have 
left uncovered some important cases.  

We will start by identifying the places where a 
fault can occur.  

This section was partially presented by the authors 
in [13]. 

 

A. Identification of the possible faults in an ANN 

From a functional point of view and 



 

 

independently of the hardware implementation 
options, an ANN can have the following faults: 

 
1. Fault in a connection/weight or multiplier. 
 
2. Fault in an input. 
 
3. Fault in a multiplier, adder or accumulator. 
 
4. Fault in the activation function. 
 
Faults of type 1 and 3 both include the multiplier. 

This duplication was considered because of the 
possible existence of a multiplier associated with 
each connection (fault type 1) and of the possible 
existence of a single multiplier before the activation 
function (fault type 3). 

It should be noted that the block diagram of the 
neuron in figure 2 shows the adder in series with the 
activation function while for most implementations 
the adder and multiplier are in fact integrated in a 
single block using a multiply and accumulate block. 

The fault definition presented here is quite similar 
to the one proposed by Piuri et al. in [8]. Some of 
these faults can mask each other in the sense that it 
can be undistinguishable which fault occurred. This 
is the case for faults of type 3 and 4, which produce 
the same type of impact in the output and can be 
considered as the same situation. While other faults 
occur in parts of the network which have 
connections in parallel and the impact in the output 
must be analyzed individually, in this part of the 
circuit the connection is serial and the effect is 
similar. 

B. Review of previous work  

Most of the previous work was done regarding 
ANNs with binary output. The motivation for this is 
easy to understand since fault tolerance is much 
more likely to occur in this type of networks 
because the fault’s impact in the output might be 
covered by the fact that the output is binary. In spite 
of that the present work looks for a general model 
that can be applied to every ANN without feedback. 

In [4] the fault model used by Chiu et al. is based 
on modifications of the weight value of the form 

W(1+α) where α is allowed to take values in the 
interval ]-1,1[. The weight itself is allowed to 
change from 0 to 2W. This model is not very 
restrictive but it does not cover some common 
situations. For instance if a digital implementation 
of the ANN is considered a single fault affecting the 
sign bit would not be covered by this model. 

The paper of . Protzel et al. [10] considers two 
types of faults: in the links or connections and in the 
hidden units. For the first case the faults are 
modeled as stuck at +MAX, 0 or –MAX, where 
MAX is the largest weight value in the network. For 
the second situation the faults are stuck at 
+Output_Max or -Output_Max. This model is more 
complete than the previous ones but the choice 
made for the hidden units is related to the activation 
functions used and is not general. This model, like 
the previous one, does not cover a fault in the 
inputs. 

In [7] the fault model used by Phatak consists of 
stuck at +W, -W and 0, where W is the maximum of 
{maximum magnitude among all the parameter 
values developed during learning; value needed to 
drive a unit into saturation}.  For the bias, only +W 
and –W faults are considered. This model covers 
most of the situations but again it does not cover a 
fault in the input. 

Several other authors used a simpler model with 
only a stuck at 0 possibility as pointed out in [7]. 
This model only covers the possibility of a missing 
link and ignores all other types of faults. Because of 
this, these models are not considered as a valid 
option. Their reference is not included here. 

 Piuri et al. in [8], although the analysis of the 
fault possibilities is very similar to the one proposed 
in section IIA, after a mathematical evaluation the 
conclusion reached is that from the behavioral point 
of view all the faults can be summarized as an error 
in the output of the neuron. From our point of view 
this analysis is not correct since it does not hold for 
an error in the input because this error would affect 
not one but several neurons on the network. 
 

C. Fault model proposed   

Starting with a simple model similar to the one 



 

 

used in [9] by Tchernev and Phatak of stuck at 
+WMAX , -WMAX  or 0 for all connections it is 
possible to verify what else is necessary to model all 
fault possibilities. This analysis will be done 
considering a MIMO ANN with one single fault at a 
time for the sake of simplicity. 

Looking at the list of possible faults in subsection 
A it is easy to verify that this model covers faults of 
type 1.  

Faults of type 2, in one of the inputs would affect 
more than a single connection. If input 2 from figure 
1 is taken as an example, it will affect the links 
associated with the weights w21 and w22. This would 
be better modeled considering the range of the 
affected input and analyzing the impact of stuck at 
faults at +IMAXN , -IMAXN  and 0, where IMAXN  is the 
maximum value that the input N can assume with 
practical effect (for the hardware implementations 
there is always a limit in the maximum input due to 
the DACs, ADCs and power supply limits). Here 
each input can have a different range and it is 
important for the evaluation of the fault impact that 
the different ranges are considered. 

Faults of type 3 and 4 will be analyzed together 
because of the similar effects they produce. The 
proposal here is to model these faults as faults in the 
weights connecting the outputs of the corresponding 
neurons to the next layer. This does not hold when 
dealing with the output neuron and contains also an 
approximation since the output of the neuron does 
not have the same range of the weights. In the first 
situation none of the models presented in the 
previous section covers an error at the output 
neuron and such an error is so critical that the 
output will have no relation with the input in most 
of the situations. For the second situation if the 
hidden layer’s activation function has a limited 
output (which is true for a large part of the 
applications) the fault considered does cover 
appropriately the situation. Otherwise the fault will 
be under evaluated. 

The global model we propose consists of faults of 
type stuck at +WMAX , -WMAX  or 0 for all the 
connections and faults of type stuck at +IMAXN , -
IMAXN  or 0 for all the inputs, where WMAX  is the 
maximum value that the weight can assume with 

practical effect and IMAXN  is the maximum value 
that the input N can assume with practical effect. 
This model must be used in the following way: 

 
i) Test the effect of each individual fault by 

setting the weight associated with each 
connection to +WMAX , -WMAX  and 0. 

 
ii)  For each input test the effect of a fault by 

setting the input to +IMAXN , -IMAXN  and 0. 
 

iii)  For each neuron in the hidden layer(s) test 
the effect of a fault by setting all the 
weights deriving from the output of this 
neuron to +WMAX , -WMAX  and 0. This test 
is not needed in the case of Multiple-Input 
Single Output (SISO) networks of only 
one hidden layer since then only one 
weight connects the output of each neuron. 

 
This model covers more fault situations than all 

the models previously presented in the literature. 
However the model does not cover all possible 
situations. One type of fault that is not covered by 
the model introduced here is the possibility that a 
connection is displaced from neuron i to neuron j. 
Also a fault at the output of a neuron in the output 
layer is not covered and faults at the output of 
neurons in the hidden layer with unbounded outputs 
may be under evaluated. Nevertheless, since the 
faults are evaluated at extreme situations (worst 
case) the model can be considered as covering with 
a reasonable accuracy all possible single faults. 

The possibility of setting a weight to 0 to model a 
fault is included here more because of its physical 
significance (corresponds to a missing link) than 
because of its effect since setting the weights to 
+WMAX  or -WMAX  has a stronger impact on the 
output. 

 

D. Discussion of the fault tolerance model    

The strict definition of fault tolerance does not 
apply to most ANNs since they do not give error 
free results at any time, merely an approximation 
[2] and appropriate models are required for 



 

 

accessing the effective fault tolerance of a network. 
In the definition of the fault model it might be 

acceptable to test only the most common parts or 
the ones which will be responsible for the largest 
area [2] in silicium. Applying this principle to 
ANNs, due to the large number of connections, 
would point to testing only the weights as an 
acceptable solution for a large number of 
applications. In the present work the choice was to 
try to cover all possible situations and the analysis 
of each possible fault led to a different contribution 
to the final model. 

The model presented here covers more situations 
than the models previously discussed in the 
literature. These models all failed to evaluate the 
effect of a fault in the inputs and under evaluate the 
faults in the neurons in the hidden layer. Although 
the present model has some limitations (considers 
only single faults, faults in neurons in the hidden 
layer with unbounded outputs may be under 
evaluated, faults at the output neuron are not 
considered) it is more accurate than the previous 
ones. 

The existence of global models for faults is of 
extreme importance to permit evaluation and 
comparison of different networks, training 
algorithms and special modification algorithms 
regarding fault tolerance of ANNs. 

One limitation of the present work, which also 
occurs in the previous reported papers, is that only 
setting the weights to zero, maximum value and 
minimum value is considered. Since the ANN main 
output does not need to be a monotonic or a linear 
function of the weights and inputs, other 
combinations may occur which produce lower fault 
tolerance than the maximum one reported with this 
model. 

 

III.  FAULT TOLERANCE IMPROVEMENT 

This section has been partially presented by the 
authors in [14]. 

Once the fault models and the type of hardware 
implementation are chosen, and an appropriate way 
of evaluating FT is selected, it is possible to study 
solutions to improve the FT capabilities. At least the 

following possibilities exist: 
o Change the training algorithms. 
o Use dynamic reconfiguration processes to 

be applied after the occurrence of a fault. 
o Modify the ANN after the training stage 

without changing its architecture. 
o Modify the ANN after the training stage 

changing its architecture. 
The possibility of changing the training 

algorithms to obtain a better FT was also the object 
of study of some researchers: [3], [6] and [11]. It 
will not be considered here. 

The remaining solutions deal with the possibility 
of changing the ANN after the training stage. These 
can be implemented with or without changing the 
architecture of the network.  

The dynamic reconfiguration option obliges the 
use of online training algorithms and also online 
detection of faults which is not at all a 
straightforward task to implement. This online 
detection of faults might be obtained through the 
use of an enlarged boundary scan scheme [12] and 
test information with extensive coverage to allow 
the identification of the fault and the re-organization 
of the ANN without the damaged elements. 

The solution to improve fault tolerance after the 
training stage without changing the network’s 
architecture is theoretically possible (at least in 
some nodes, but depending on the ANN structure), 
though difficult to implement since the changes 
must be such that the network’s answers are the 
same before and after the change for every possible 
input. 

The present work deals with the last possibility: 
modify the ANN after the training stage changing 
its architecture, as will be explained in the next 
section. 

 

A.  Improving fault tolerance through 

architecture change 

The premises for architecture change are: 
1- The output of the ANN must remain 
unchanged after the architecture change. 
2- The ANN must obtain higher FT capabilities 
after the architecture change. 



 

 

The authors’ proposal to improve FT through the 
change of the ANN’s architecture is based in a very 
simple algorithm: 

1- Evaluate the importance of each element 
(input, bias, weight or neuron) in the ANN in 
terms of its impact in the output (according to a 
predefined criterion). 
2- Identify the element which is (by some 
predefined criterion) more relevant to the ANN 
output. 
3- Diminish the importance of this element 
without changing the ANN output under any 
circumstances. 

This algorithm, however simple, raises several 
questions. The first one concerns the evaluation of 
the importance of each element in the ANN to form 
the output. This requires using the fault model from 
the previous section to simulate the faults and the 
proper comparison of the output in the presence and 
absence of a fault. 

The second issue is how to rank the impacts in the 
output (especially if there are several situations to 
evaluate). Several possibilities could be used and 
the authors considered the worst case (highest peak 
error) and the average error introduced for each 
element. 

For the last point the issue is how to leave the 
output unchanged. The authors’ proposal is made at 
the expense of hardware. Since an ANN is a 
distributed system and the final output is composed 
with the contribution of several units it should be 
possible to reduce the importance of each unit by 
splitting it into several other units of less individual 
importance to the final output. 

 

B.  The algorithm 

Once the evaluation of the importance of each 
element in the ANN to form the output and the 
identification of the parameter which is more 
relevant to the ANN output has been done, it is 
possible to increase the FT capabilities of the 
network. 

Analysing the information of which element is 
responsible for the biggest impact in the output 
there are four possible situations:  

• The error is in an input.  

• The error is in a bias. 

• The error is in a neuron. 

• The error is in a single weight. 

Depending on each situation a different action 
must be taken. 

The general principle applied here is to diminish 
the importance of the fault by changing the 
architecture of the network. In order to do this some 
of the weights must be changed. The proposal is to 
split the weight or weights involved in two halves, 
setting the initial weight (wxy) to wxy/2 and 
including a new connection to supply the other half. 
With this operation the input to the activation 
functions will be the same as before so that no 
change is “visible” at the outputs.   

The decision to split the weights involved in two 
halves is the one that requires less hardware. It 
would be possible to make a larger reduction at each 
step (for example splitting the weigh in three parts) 
using more resources but it could happen that this 
modification would not affect much the overall 
performance. If another part of the ANN had almost 
the same FT, the overall improvement of splitting 
the weigh in three or more parts would be the same 
as using two halves. 

The following subsections will exemplify the 
application of the algorithm to each type of element 
that can be faulty. 

 
1) Error in an input 

If the most important fault is located in an input, 
for instance input 2, splitting the weight implies 
duplicating the input as shown in figure 3. In the 
resulting network each copy of input B has the 
weights deriving from it with half of the initial 
value. 

This leaves the network producing the same 
output in all situations since the summation 
produces the same value as before, as can easily be 
observed from equation 1 (see figure 2). 
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Figure 3- Example of the ANN change in the case of a fault in 

the input. 

 
The summation will have the same argument 

because of the contribution of both halves of the 
splitted weights. 

It should be noticed that this change will also 
diminish the importance of all the other weights that 
are split, therefore increasing not only the FT in the 
location where the most important fault is located 
but increasing the overall FT of the ANN. 
 

2)  Error in a bias 

If the most important fault is associated with a 
bias, the situation is very similar to the error in the 
input. It is possible to treat the bias as an input to 
each neuron or an input to all neurons at the same 
time. The first solution modifies only one weight 
while the second implies duplicating all the weights 
deriving from the bias with half of its original value. 
The later possibility is used here and the procedure 
is shown in figure 4.  

Notice that this originates an unusual neuron with 
two or more bias, but this solution is effective to 
decrease the fault’s impact in the output. 

 
3) Error in a neuron 

If the error is in a neuron, all the weights deriving 
from this neuron will be affected. To solve the 
problem the neuron must be duplicated, including 
all of its connections to the previous layer and the 

connections going from this neuron to the next layer 
will have half their previous value, as can be seen 
from figure 5, where neuron 2 has been duplicated. 
 

 

Figure 4 - Example of the ANN change in the case of a fault in 

a bias.  

 
4) Error in a single weight 

If the error is in a single weight two situations 
must be considered: the weight is in the input layer 
or the weight is in the hidden layers. 

In the first situation the procedure is similar to the 
one used for the error in the inputs (obliging to 
duplicate the input). The second situation is similar 
to the error in the neuron (obliging to duplicate the 
neuron). 
 

Figure 5 - Example of the ANN change in the case of a fault in 

a neuron.  

 

It should be noted that each change in the ANN 
structure affects several weights and therefore the 
impact of the faults in the output must be 



 

 

recalculated for each iteration. 
As an example of the cross effects of the changes, 

notice that from figure 5 it can be seen that an error 
in weight W21 or W22 would have resulted in the 
same changes and both the weights’ impact in the 
output is reduced as a result of this change. 
 

5) Practical examples 

As an example (example 1) of the application of 
this technique of FT improvement, consider an 
ANN with the following structure (see figure 6): 3 
inputs, 1 hidden layer with 2 neurons and 1 output 
neuron. The hidden layer’s activation functions are 
hyperbolic tangents and the output neuron’s 
activation function is a linear function. 

For the evaluation of the FT, the range of the 
inputs is needed. The range of both inputs can be 
seen in the matrices 2 and 3. 
 

IR1=[ ]55−                  (2) 

IR2=[ ]73−                  (3) 

 

The weights associated with each layer of the 
ANN can be seen in the matrices 4 and 5. 
 

WL1=

















−
−

−

4.09.0

3.01.0

9.05.0

              (4) 

WL2=[ ]8.07.05.0 −             (5) 

 

The structure of the ANN is shown in figure 6. 
The evaluation of the FT is done according with 

equation 6, which gives the relative error for each 
fault. 

faultwithoutoutput

faultwithoutoutputfaultwithoutput
Error

__

____ −=  (6) 

For this ANN there are 9 combinations of the 
inputs and it is necessary to evaluate the correct 
output for these combinations.  

 

Figure 6 – Initial network of the example.  

 

The highest peak obtained for this network is 
6.97. To obtain this value it is necessary to calculate 
every single error mentioned in subsection IIC. That 
means testing every type of error and setting the 
weights involved to +WMAX , -WMAX  and 0 for the 
weights and to +IMAXN , -IMAXN  and 0 for the inputs. 

The most sensible parameter for this network is 
the weight connecting the bias input to the output 
neuron. This bias can be duplicated according to 
what was proposed in subsection IIB. 

After the duplication of this input, the highest 
peak error is now reduced to 6.14, which does an 
improvement of 12% relatively to the original 
network. 

The application of another step of this algorithm 
reveals that the most critical point is now the output 
of neuron 2 at the hidden layer. The procedure now 
implies that this neuron must be duplicated. After 
introducing the new neuron and resizing the weights 
the new FT evaluation reveals that the highest peak 
error is now of 5.33, resulting in an improvement of 
13%. 

The global improvement for the two steps rises to 
24%. Naturally the improvement of tolerance came 
at the cost of using more hardware than it was used 
at the initial implementation. 

Figure 7 shows the final structure of the ANN of 
the example 1, after two iterations of the proposed 
algorithm, with an additional neuron and an 
additional bias input. 
 



 

 

 

Figure 7 – Structure of the network after two steps of 

improvement.  

 
As a second example (example 2), consider the 

following network: 3 inputs, 1 hidden layer with 4 
neurons and 1 output neuron. The hidden layer’s 
activation functions are hyperbolic tangents. The 
output neuron’s activation function is a linear 
function. The range of the inputs can be seen in the 
matrices 7, 8 and 9. 
 
IR3=[ ]13 −−                  (7) 

IR4=[ ]25−                  (8) 

IR5=[ ]110 −−                 (9) 

 
The weights associated with each layer of the 

ANN can be seen in the matrices 10 and 11. 
 

WL3=
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−−−

−−−
−

9.02.03.04.0

6.07.08.03.1

5.01.01.01

2.01.13.05.0

       (10)  

WL4=[ ]3.02.01.02.03.0 −        (11) 

 

The highest peak error obtained for this network 
is 143.32. The parameter responsible for this error is 
the weight connecting input 3 to neuron 3. 

After the duplication of this input, the highest 
peak error is now reduced to 90.22, which does an 
improvement of 37% relatively to the original 
network. 

The application of another step of this algorithm 
reveals that the most critical point is now the output 

of neuron 2 at the hidden layer.  
After introducing the new neuron and resizing the 

weights the FT evaluation reveals that the highest 
peak error is now of 77.09, resulting in an 
improvement of 14%. 

The global improvement for the two steps rises to 
46%.  

C. Discussion 

It has been pointed out that the algorithm 
proposed here produces an increase in FT using 
additional hardware. In some situations the use of 
additional hardware might not be associated with an 
increase in the cost of the implementation. The 
hardware implementations can be done with 
commercial solutions for ANNs (for an overview of 
options see [16]) or a specific implementation. In 
both cases, since the hardware is not tailored to any 
specific size, it is very likely that some resources are 
left unused and they can be used to improve FT 
without any additional cost. An additional input or 
one more neuron probably still fit in the piece of 
hardware and can be used to improve the FT. 

It would be interesting to study the improvement 
of FT versus the associated cost with this 
improvement but this study cannot be carried out 
without a specific application in view. Only with 
such application it would be possible to evaluate the 
cost of using hardware with more resources because 
it would be dependent of the type of implementation 
(Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), 
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), 
commercial solution, etc), architecture, precision 
and several other factors. 

 

IV. THE FTSET TOOL 

A. Introduction 

This section presents the FTSET tool and has 
been partially presented by the authors in [15]. 

As stated before, FT is a characteristic of parallel 
distributed systems such as neural networks. This 
property, though usually pointed out as one of the 
main advantages of the Neural Networks, is difficult 



 

 

to evaluate and can be a residual property allowing 
to maintain only a small part of the neural network 
characteristics. 

To apply the fault tolerance model proposed in 
section II and the improvement of fault tolerance 
according to the proposals of section III, a software 
tool was developed. This tool is the Fault Tolerance 
Simulation and Evaluation Tool for Artificial 
Neural Networks and it is composed of three main 
sub-tools: the Insertion tool, to receive the ANNs 
that were previously trained and prepared; the 
Evaluator, for evaluation of the FT and the 
Improver, for improving the built-in FT.  

The FTSET is able to evaluate the fault tolerance 
in feedforward ANNs of arbitrary size, though the 
bigger the network, the longer it takes to evaluate 
and improve its characteristics.  

The tool can be used to evaluate fault tolerance 
given the ANN, the set of weights of the network 
and the ranges of the inputs. The expression fault 
tolerance, in this context, is in fact incorrect for 
most of the situations, since for real valued outputs 
what can be achieved is GD.  

 

 

Each fault does in fact affect the output, but for 
most of the situations the effect is not catastrophic 
and a concept of GD applies. 

The GD evaluation follows an exhaustive 
approach, testing all possible faults in the network 
(the faults mentioned here are physical faults that 
may happen in the hardware). The tool supplies a 
numerical analysis of the results obtained to the user 
and this information is then used by the Improver to 
build an ANN with a higher GD capabilities. 

B. Application of the FTSET  

This section describes the types of ANNs that can 
be used with the FTSET tool. The tool deals with 
feedforward ANNs.  

The activation functions can be chosen to be: 
Heaviside, Symmetrical Heaviside, Linear, Linear 
with saturation, Linear Symmetrical with saturation, 
Hyperbolic Tangent and Log-sigmoidal. 

The FTSET does not impose a limit to the size of 
the network either in terms of inputs, outputs, 
hidden layers or number of weights. Nevertheless, 
the user should be aware that the larger the network 
is, the longer the calculations will take. 
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of the FTSET simulator. 

 



 

 

 

C.  The FTSET Simulator 

The FTSET simulator is composed of three main 
sub-tools. The first one is responsible for the input 
of the parameters of an ANN, the second does the 
evaluation of the FT capabilities and the last one 
improves the FT capabilities of the ANN. 

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the FTSET 
simulator where the interaction of the sub-tools is 
represented. 
 

 

1)  The Insertion sub-tool 

The Insertion sub-tool is responsible for receiving 
the parameters of the ANNs that will be evaluated 
and improved with respect to their fault tolerance. 
The simulator can receive networks in three 
different formats: Excell, Matlab and it can also be 
inserted manually in the main window (see figure 9) 
by selecting the appropriate parameters. 
 

 

Fig. 9. Main window of the Insertion sub-tool. 

 

2)  The Evaluator sub-tool 

The Evaluator sub-tool computes the output of the 
network. The main window of this tool is shown in 
figure 10. 

The evaluation of the GD is done in percentage, 
according to equation (2). To evaluate the GD, the 

output of the network must be calculated in several 
different situations. Since the input can take several 
values and it is not possible to consider a single 
value of the inputs to measure the effects of each 
fault, the limits in the range of values for each input 
will be used as boundary cases. 

After calculating the outputs for every possible 
combination of the inputs ranges, a matrix of 
possible values for the output is obtained. For each 
possible single fault, the network must be evaluated 
in exactly the same situations, resulting for each 
fault in a new matrix that must be compared with 
the one obtained in the absence of faults. In this 
procedure the calculations grow rapidly with the 
size of the network. In fact the number of 
calculations needed can be evaluated from the size 
of the network. 

The number of outputs to be calculated initially is 
given by (3) 

IXcalcoutn =__               (3) 

where X is the number of possible values that the 
input can assume and I is the number of inputs.  
 

 

Fig. 10. Main window of the Evaluator sub-tool. 

 
The total number of weights for a network of k 



 

 

layers is given by (4) 
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where Kj is the number of neurons in the layer j and 
O is the number of outputs. 

Equation 4 can be written as: 
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The number of calculations that has to be 
performed is then: 
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An estimate of the complexity of the calculations 
that need to be performed can be obtained from (7), 
given the size of the network to be evaluated,. 

Apart from estimating the complexity, the 
Evaluator has to calculate every output in the 
presence and absence of a fault and determine the 
effect of each fault according to equation (2). The 
evaluation can be done using two different criteria:  
the highest peak error or the largest average error, 
according to the options chosen by the user in the 
Improver sub-tool. 
 

 

3) The Improver sub-tool 

The GD improvement tool main window is shown 
in figure 11. 

As pointed out in section III, the algorithm to be 
applied proposes the augmentation of the GD 
capabilities through a two step methodology: 
detection of the most sensible (to a fault) 
connections or neurons and replacement of these 
connections (or neurons) by two connections (or 
neurons) which are less sensible to the fault. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Main window of the Improver sub-tool. 

 
This results in an iterative procedure that can be 

applied in several different ways. Because of this, 
the Improver is implemented here with several 
options: 

At the level of the implementation: 
1- Reduce the importance of the connection that 
has the highest peak error. 
2- Replace the importance of the connection 
that has the highest average error. 

At the level of the stop condition: 
1- Stop when the limits (in terms of number of 

neurons and inputs) of the hardware are reached. 
2- Stop after a certain number of iterations 
3- Stop when the fault tolerance/GD exhibited 
reaches a predefined level.  

The options can be chosen by the user at the 
beginning of the procedure, resulting in different 
sets of weights for the improved ANN that are 
supplied to the user at the end. 

The FTSET tool shows the improvements 
obtained at each step and supplies the user with the 
configuration and the weights of the network after 
the GD has been improved. 

 

V. RESULTS 

This section presents an example of the 
application of the FTSET tool to improve the GD of 



 

 

an ANN. In order to be able to compare the result 
obtained it is used the ANN previously presented in 
example 1. 

The initial evaluation of the fault tolerance 
produces a value of 6.97 when selecting the 
“weights stuck-at” test type with the highest peak 
error option. This option allows the use of the range 
of the weights (as obtained from the set of values 
supplied by the user) or selecting a different range if 
that is convenient for the type of implementation 
(for instance selecting the limits that result from a 
certain hardware implementation or analog-to-
digital converter). This value obtained by the 
Evaluator is the base value that the FTSET tool will 
try to improve. 

For this example the Improver will work for 10 
iterations. After these iterations, as can be seen in 
figure 12, 3 additional neurons were introduced, 7 
new bias inputs were added and the fault tolerance 
has improved 41%. This means that the worst 
failure evaluated in the highest peak error mode was 
of 6.97 and is now of only of 4.12. 
 

 

Fig. 12. Final result of the Improver. 

 

Naturally the improvement of tolerance came at 
the cost of using more hardware than it was used at 
the initial implementation. 
 

 

Fig. 13. Evolution of the fault tolerance level during the 10 

iterations of the example. 

 

In figure 13 the evolution of the GD (relative 
error) is shown. Here it is possible to see that some 
iterations do not contribute to improve the FT level. 
This can be explained quite easily. If one connection 
is split, because of its high impact on the output, 
two new connections are created with half of the 
weight. If afterwards these connections are 
evaluated as having the highest importance then two 
iterations are needed to solve the problem (one for 
each connection). In this situation the first of such 
iterations does not result in any improvement (since 
the second iteration finds a similar fault tolerance 
level due to the existence of two similar weights) 
though the ANN is in fact more tolerant than before. 

The weights modified by the Improver sub-tool 
can be saved and exported for the user to apply 
them where necessary. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Fault tolerance is a very important characteristic 
of ANNs. In critic systems it is not a feature, it is 
mandatory. 

The present work introduces a model for fault 
tolerance, a technique for improving the FT 
capabilities and a tool to apply both in the context 
of feedforward ANNs.  



 

 

The method for improving fault tolerance is based 
in duplicating parts of the network to decrease the 
impact that a certain weight has in the ANN’s 
output. The cost of this technique is the additional 
hardware that is needed to implement the resulting 
ANN. The ANNs are left unchanged regarding their 
output and therefore no retraining is needed. The 
technique is based in lowering the importance of the 
parts of the ANN that are more significant in the 
computation of the output. After the analysis of 
these parts and which elements they affect, the 
corresponding weights are split in two halves. 

The FTSET tool implements the improvement 
technique with a friendly interface. The tests made 
show that the methodologies implemented allow the 
accurate assessment of the GD and its improvement.  

The utility of the FTSET is also shown through an 
example where, with only 10 iterations, it was 
possible to enlarge the fault tolerance capability by 
41% at the expense of adding 3 additional neurons 
and 7 additional bias inputs. 

The FTSET is also very versatile when choosing 
how to improve the ANN’s graceful degradation, 
allowing the stop condition to be specified by the 
number of iterations, the GD level or the limits of 
the hardware that can be physically implemented. 

The use of the simulator results in an 
improvement in the way students learn about both 
ANNs and the FT subject, allowing them to explore 
the subject on their own and see the immediate 
impact that a fault produces in the output. 
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